its own particle data to one of staging processes and each staging process computes a summary of locally aggregated particle information and shares the summarized information with other staging processes. Visualization output will be created as an online analysis form.
To test with different scales and data sizes, we varied the number of nodes used for the XGC processes and the staging processes: 68 nodes (64 nodes for XGC and 4 staging nodes), 520 nodes (512 XGC+4 staging), and 1040 nodes (1024 XGC+16 staging). We also varied the number of particles each process can processes, ranging from 2,000 particles up to 32,000 particles, so that the total message sizes to exchange during the XGC simulation can be categorized into three groups; small, medium, and large. Table I summarizes the list of configurations we used in this experiment and provides the total and maximum sizes of data exchanged among the nodes in the application graph.
To standardize the benchmark process by focusing on network performance only and provide an easy comparison with other methods, we use the benchmark program, developed by Torsten Hoefler, used for the TOPOMAP library [2] . The benchmark program works as a simulator. By taking a graph structure as an input, each processes constructs a MPI-2.2 graph topology and starts sending and receiving the data simultaneously as defined in the input graph by using MPI_Isend and MPI_Ireceive semantics, effectively simulating network congestion and traffic. We measured the time to perform 10 communications and reported the maximum of an average single communication across all ranks.
To compare the performance of task mappings on different shapes of node allocations (e.g, continuous allocation, dense and compact allocation, distributed and disconnected allocation, etc.) on Titan, we submitted multiple jobs (3 to 5) as a regular user to obtain different topology graphs. For each job, we executed the benchmark program with 5 different mappings and 3 different data sizes (small, medium, and large). This set was repeated 3 times. Fig. 4 shows the average percent improvement of different mapping methods relative to the default mapping with different scales (68, 520, and 1024 nodes) and message sizes (small, medium, and large). The TGE method mostly outperforms for small size messages (small and medium). Most notably it outperforms other methods for the larger node count jobs (520 and 1040 nodes).
However, with the larger messages sizes (exchanging total about 80 GBs or 160 GBs) in 520 and 1040 nodes, TGE shows a slightly better or comparable performance compared with other methods. We believe this is because the subtle differences in topology are smoothed out or absorbed by the communications of larger message sizes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the task mapping problem (also known as topology mapping), which seeks an optimal layout of parallel task processes onto a given network topology. This has been a growing issue as the parallel and distributed systems are getting larger and more complex. Especially, we focus on addressing the task mapping problem for staging applications, where two or more applications (often called main tasks and staging tasks) run concurrently and exchange data over the course of computation.
Motivated by staging applications we have been working on, we have proposed a graph-based method for the task mapping problem, called Task Graph Embedding (TGE). By exploiting ubiquitously observable graph structures of parallel applications and network topologies, TGE uses a machine learning algorithm, called Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) [9] , to find the best embedding of a graph onto a space where we can easily solve the task-to-processor mapping problem. We believe our TGE solution is general enough to be used in different network topologies and uses cases.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of our TGE method based on the communication patterns extracted from XGC, one of the large-scale fusion simulation codes, running on Titan. Our proposed method (TGE) outperformed or showed comparative results compared with other existing methods, such as RCM [21] , METIS [22] , and TOPOMAP [2] . 
